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October 26, 2021

Gayle Benson Jimmy Haslam,
Owner, New Orleans Saints Co-Owner, Cleveland Browns

Michael Bidwill Shahid Khan
Owner, Arizona Cardinals Owner, Jacksonville Jaguars

Arthur Blank
Owner, Atlanta Falcons

Dear Owners:

We write to you as members of the NFL’s Social Justice Working Group to ask that
during the NFL owners’ meeting this week, you push the NFL to make public the findings of the
investigation into the Washington Football Team (“WFT”). While your working group was
formed to address issues of racial justice in the league, you also have the ability to seek justice
for the hundreds of women and men, such as us, who bravely came forward to share stories of
harassment and abuse we experienced while employees of the WFT. The NFL should not be
allowed to encourage employees to come forward at great personal and professional risk to speak
to investigators, only to sweep the results of that investigation under the rug.

As reported by The Washington Post and other media across the country, for decades the
WFT cultivated and tolerated an environment rife with sexual harassment, discrimination, and
abuse of its female employees. As former employees of the Team, we experienced this firsthand,
and can personally attest to the sexist and misogynistic culture of the WFT. In response to these
news reports, the NFL oversaw a 10-month-long investigation of the WFT, led by outside
counsel Beth Wilkinson. The NFL encouraged former employees like us to come forward to
assist the investigators and the NFL in understanding what happened. We, along with over a
hundred others, spoke to investigators about our experiences of harassment and abuse at the
hands of various corporate executives of the team, including owner Daniel Snyder. We were
encouraged by the NFL’s apparent commitment to investigate the depths of the problem. We
have every reason to believe that Ms. Wilkinson and her team conducted an exhaustive,
competent investigation. We hoped that this investigation would lead to positive change, so that
future employees of the WFT and the League would not have to suffer the same mistreatment
that many of us did.

The NFL is at a cross roads. As reported by numerous news outlets, the NFL has long
been plagued with racism, homophobia, and misogyny — from ownership, players, and staff. Just
this month, the New York Times reported on racist, homophobic, and misogynistic emails by
then-Las Vegas Raiders Coach Jon Gruden, in an article with a headline pointing out “the ‘s
hypocrisy.” Coach Gruden’s resignation was certainly appropriate, but the larger systemic
problems remain. Indeed, it is telling that after such a wide-ranging, exhaustive investigation
into the culture of the WFT and its owner, the only person to be held accountable is the coach of



another team. The question for the NFL is not whether these problems of racism, sexism, and
homophobia exist, but what is the League going to do about it?

This investigation into the WFT was an important step in addressing the widespread
harassment and abuse of women within one franchise of the NFL. If the NFL discloses the
results of the investigation and takes meaningful steps to address the underlying problems, that
will send the message that the League does not tolerate misogyny and abuse. To date, the
League has sent the opposite message. By failing to disclose the findings of the investigation,
and by ignoring calls to do so by WFT employees, lawyers, activists, and most recently
Congress, the League is communicating that it is more interested in protecting wealthy owners
and preserving misogynist and abusive structures than in reckoning with its cultural problems.
Until the investigation’s findings are made public, we will not know the extent of the harm that
occurred, or the reasons this culture was allowed to fester for so long. Most importantly, we will
not know whether the corrective actions taken by the WFT were sufficient to address the
underlying problems that we, and others like us, reported to Ms. Wilkinson. We believe that
more needs to be done to change the culture of the WFT and to set an example for other
franchises in the NFL that this kind of environment and culture is unacceptable.

Now is the time for the NFL to change course and take action to denounce past racist,
sexist, and homophobic conduct. The first step in doing so is transparency. The NFL must make
public the findings of the investigation into the WFT. We are calling on you to demand that the
NFL make the findings public. We are calling on you to do the right thing.

Sincerely,

Emily Applegate
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Melissa O’Hara

Brittany Pareti

Donald Wells

cc: Jody Allen Sheila Ford Ramp
Trustee, Seattle Seahawks Owner, Detroit Lions

Steve Bisciotti Dee Haslam
Owner, Baltimore Ravens Co-Owner, Cleveland Browns

Mike Brown Clark Hunt
Owner, Cincinnati Bengals Co-owner, Kansas City Chiefs

Carol and Mark Davis Jim frsay
Owners, Las Vegas Raiders Owner, Indianapolis Colts

Joe Ellis Robert Wood Johnson IV
President and CEO, Denver Broncos Owner, New York Jets

Bryan Glazer Jerry Jones
Owner, Tampa Bay Buccaneers Owner, Dallas Cowboys



Robert Kraft Art Rooney II
Owner, New England Patriots Owner, Pittsburgh Steelers

Stan Kroenke Stephen M. Ross
Owner, Los Angeles Rams Owner, Miami Dolphins

Jeffrey Lurie Dean Spanos
Owner, Philadelphia Eagles Owner, Los Angeles Chargers

John Mara and Steve Tisch Amy Adams Strunk
Owners, New York Giants Owner, Tennessee Titans

Virginia Halas McCaskey David Tepper
Owner, Chicago Bears Owner, Carolina Panthers

Janice McNair Zygi Wilf
Owner, Houston Texans Owner, Minnesota Vikings

Mark H. Murphy Denise DeBartolo York
President, Green Bay Packers, Inc. Owner, San Francisco 49ers

Kim and Terry Pegula
Owners, Buffalo Bills


